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Paris Under Siege

Gujaratis in Paris are safe, say travel agents
Terror attack affects travel plans as families cancel tickets to the romantic city and travellers in Europe being requested to reroute their plan to avoid the French capital
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hen Minister for External
Affairs Sushma Swaraj
tweeted, “I have spoken
to Indian Ambassador in
France. He has informed
me that all Indians are safe. France has
advised citizens to stay indoors,” on
Saturday evening, worried relatives
of Indians from across the country
breathed a sigh of relief as they were
assured of their loved ones’ safety in
the city under siege.
Tour operators in the city, have
pointed out that Gujaratis are not
among the relieved relatives, primarily because Diwali is not the chosen
time for Gujaratis to visit Paris. “Some
people who were to leave for Paris
from Ahmedabad have cancelled
their tickets while some of those who
hoped to visit Paris after trips to Belgium and Switzerland, will be heading
back to Ahmedabad,” a tour operator,
requesting anonymity said.
In fact, several airlines have of-
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People protest outside India Gate in New Delhi against the violence in Paris
fered free cancellations on tickets to
France after the ghastly attack in Paris
that has claimed 127 lives already.

TERRORISM MAY AFFECT TRAVEL
Travel agents, meanwhile, are wor-

ried about the increasing number of
terror attacks in France and the adverse effect on the travel traffic. “Paris
is the entry and exit point to all of Europe with most travellers planning
their tour with Paris as the starting

City witnesses 58 fire mishaps on Diwali
20 more incidents of fire, caused due to various factors, were reported from across city between Nov 8 and 11
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n their toes from Vagh Baras
on November 8 till Diwali to
avoid any untoward incident,
the Ahmedabad Fire and
Emergency Services (AFES) officials
received a total of 58 calls of fire incidents caused due to crackers from
across the city. However, officials
added that no injury or loss of life was
reported. Besides this, 20 more incidents of fire, caused due to various
factors, were reported from different
places during the same period.
“Out of the 58 incidents, four were
major and required fire vehicles to
douse the fire. The four incidents
were reported from a penthouse in
Satellite, a second-hand furniture
shop in Sarkhej, a storage house in Ba-

iming to give a boost to the conservation of heritage and culture in the country, the Indian
Institute of Technology, Gandhinagar (IITGn) is set to offer a first-ofits-kind course in creating three dimensional (3D) digital models at its
Palaj Campus. The ten-day course has
been aptly titled 3D Digitization for
Cultural Heritage. A note released by
the institute states that the course will
focus on methods and tools of 3D digitisation and its application in heritage
conservation. The course — part of the
HRD Ministry’s scheme on Global Initiative on Academic Network — will
commence from November 30.
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point or last point of their trip. However, after the attacks on Paris, the few
people from Ahmedabad who had
planned trips have already cancelled
their tickets. In fact, Jet Airways has
intimated passengers, suggesting

The Kankaria Amusement Park has seen heavy footfall over the Diwali weekend
punagar and a sign board shop in
Navrangpura. Of these, the fire at the
penthouse in Satellite Park Residential Complex registered heavy loss
wherein a lot of furniture and household items got charred,” said additional chief fire officer, Rajesh Bhatt.
Bhatt added, “Most of the reported fire incidents were results of the

waste or garbage on streets catching
fire. The number of fire incidents
could have been less had people paid
attention and not dumped waste or
garbage near residential doors or balconies, or in the street. Majority of fire
incident calls were received from the
west and new west zone in Ahmedabad.”

BJP’s new slogan woos all
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JP has come up with a new slogan (pictured) for the upcoming municipal corporation
elections — “Saunu hit, BJP ni
Jeet” (BJP’s victory means everyone
welfare). Given the ongoing Patel agitation for OBC status, the slogan
aims at appealing to all and not a particular section/caste. BJP spokesperson, Harshad Patel said, “The slogan
indicates that BJP thinks above caste,
creed or religion. Our party is committed to peace, security and development of the state.”
The announcement of new slo-
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gan comes amidst the news of BJP
winning 37 seats across 13 districts of
the state uncontested. These seats include the Bopal Nagarpalika’s Ward
No 3 from where BJP’s OBC candidate Sajjanben Thakor (26) was declared winner after her opponent
Congress candidate withdrew form.
Patel said, “Just like the last local self
government elections, this time too
we have started winning seats before
elections. ”

they cancel tickets,” said Urjit Thaker
of World Wide Travels. As per Thaker,
with the Friday’s terror massacre being one of the biggest terror attacks after the Charlie Hebdo shooting in January this year. “If this continues, we
may have to rethink taking bookings
for France in the future,” he added.
Asked about the people who are already in Europe, Thaker said that
those who were on their way to the
city have been asked to reroute their
trip. “Paris is the most romantic city
in the world and a favourite for honeymooners. But this has destroyed
the charm of the cities,” he added.
Meanwhile, several students from
the city’s French cultural institute Alliance Française Ahmedabad are visiting France as part of an exchange
programme. “We are establishing
contact with them to ensure their
safety,” a source from the institute
said.
Nitin Patel, spokesperson for the
state government, said, “The Centre
is looking at the issue of security of Indian nationals in France. If need be,
we will get into touch with them.”

Recent data released by Gujarat Cancer and Research Institute (GCRI) reveal the number of men being afflicted with breast cancer has reached a
staggering 55 in 2014 — as compared
to 20 cases in 2011. In the past three
years, the cases of Amdavadi men diagnosed with breast cancer has more
than doubled. While in 2011, the
GCRI recorded 20 cases of male breast
cancer, in 2012 the number had increased to 38 and a staggering 45 cases
in 2013.
Explaining the hitherto lesser
known ailment, Dr D G Vijay, director of the Breast Cancer Department
at HCG Cancer Hospital said, “There
are several causes associated with
breast cancer in men. It can be due to
hormonal reasons, chromosome or
liver disorder. But the precise reason
for the ailment remains unknown.”
Take for instance, the case of Prashant
Mehta, a 46-year-old businessman
and resident of Prahladnagar who
was diagnosed with breast cancer in
July 2014. He did not suffer any pain
or have any symptoms till the cancer
had progressed considerably. Now,
he is undergoing radiation therapy at
a city-based cancer hospital to reduce
the size of his tumor in his left breast.

DEADLIER THAN IN FEMALES
Breast cancer in males is deadlier than
in females as the tumour growth is between the upper and lower skin.
“Most male patients consult a doctor
only at the last stage as they fail to
identify the symptoms,” said Dr Vijay, adding, “In Arun’s case, he was
alert and consulted us early. So that
helped us in detecting the cancer at
the first stage.”

SYMPTOMS

»
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Painless lump or thickening in
breast tissue
Changes/redness/scaling/
around breasts
Nipple begins to turn inward
Discharge from nipple

This growth in number
of cases is not sudden but
due to growing awareness
which prompts people to
seek help
DR GEETA JOSHI, GCRI
Experts attribute the rise in number
of registered cases to the growing
awareness among people. “This
growth in number of cases is not sudden but due to growing awareness
which prompts people to seek help.
The stigma attached to male breast
cancer is also gradually dissolving,”
said Dr Geeta Joshi, deputy director,
GCRI. Dr Vijay further said, “Many
find it surprising that even men can
suffer from breast cancer. But just like
in woman, it is the uncontrolled
growth of the abnormal cells that
causes breast cancer in men.”
Men at any age may develop
breast cancer, but it is usually detected in men between 35 and 65 years of
age. “Men with a family history of
breast cancer should be more cautious. On the brighter side, men constitute only 1 per cent of all affected
from breast cancer in India,” said Dr
Pankaj Shah, former head of GCRI.

